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The Year of the Water SNAKE - How Will It Influence You? 
  February 9th, 2013 to January 30th, 2014

 
The natural or 'home' element for the Snake is Fire and since
it is residing in the Water element this year, we know there
will be conflicts, more floods and fires, natural and man-made
disasters unfortunately.  While economy will meander its way
slowly towards improvement.

Yet this year should less intense then 2012 as the Snake is
considered a 'small dragon'. Snakes are passionate creatures
and good at finding ways to fulfill those passions. With their
innate inner strength they provide the resources they need,
when they're needed.

The Snake is flexible and we look forward to countries and individuals finding ways
to work together. The travel industry, technology, construction, research and the
automotive business are a few of the areas that will thrive this year. While the
entertainment business, clothing and electronics will not fare as well. Real estate
will go up and back down depending on locale.

It is always fun to name a few famous Snakes. Picasso, JFK, Oprah, Lincoln, Bob
Dylan, James Joyce and Martin Luther King Jr. are some of the intriguing people
born in a Snake year.

It is a good idea for all of us to 'clear house' both physically and metaphorically. In
other words, clean up outstanding debts, issues and generally complete things
before the lunar New Year. All signs will do well to perform the 'Golden Cicada
Sheds Its Shell' ritual, along with 'Welcoming in the Wealth God' and
'Changing the Chi of the Environment'.

According to Flying Star Feng Shui, the Northeast sector is where Wealth (the 8
star) is coming from in 2013.  The Southwest and East are the source of negativity
so try to stay away from renovations in these sectors. In addition a 'Salt Cure' will
help to mitigate any ill effects from the Five Yellow Star in the Tai Chi which can be
the cause of instability and illness this year. Traveling North and South is
preferable to East and West.
  

TO FIND YOUR ASTROLOGICAL CHINESE ANIMAL AND ITS YEARLY
INDICATORS FOR 2013 click here.   

  
On the site you'll also be able to find out how to order a 3-dimensional, Monkey or 

Ox + Rooster (the luck animals for the year) depending on your year of birth.
 

I would like to help insure your Good Fortunes in the Year of the Water Snake by offering you specific
Feng Shui recommendations for your home and office.

'Gung Hey Fat Choy'
(Wishing You Prosperity), Judith Wendell 
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